CALL FOR PAPERS

2021 International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain Technology (AIBT2021) will be held in Beijing, China during December 4-6, 2021. Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Blockchain Technology are two high discussed topics and technologies in the recent times. We hope that the conference results in significant contributions to the knowledge base in these scientific fields. Submitted papers will be Peer-Reviewed (Double Blind) and the accepted ones will be collected in the IEEE conference proceedings, which indexed in Ei Compendex, Scopus etc. major databases.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
- Evaluation of AI tools
- Intelligent networks
- Intelligent information systems
- Software tools for AI
- Intelligent databases
- Intelligent information fusion
- Intelligent data mining and farming
- AI and evolutionary algorithms
- Intelligent web-based business
- Distributed AI algorithms and techniques
- Social intelligence (markets and computational societies)

BLOCKCHAIN
- Application of digital currency
- Blockchain technology principle
- Blockchain + electronic contract
- Blockchain and new economy and new finance
- Blockchain and traditional Internet
- Blockchain development platform
- Blockchain game industry application
- Blockchain investment
- Blockchain landing application
- Blockchain security and privacy protection mechanism
- Blockchain technology and industry supervision

HONORARY CHAIR
- CHEUNG Yiu-ming, IEEE Fellow, IET Fellow, BCS Fellow, RSA Fellow, IETI Distinguished Fellow, Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong Kong

CONFERENCE CHAIR
- Tan Ying, Peking University, China
- Emanuel S. Grant, University of North Dakota, USA

PROGRAM CHAIRS
- Jinlong Lin, Peking University, China
- Liu Manhua, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China

PROGRAM CO-CHAIRS
- Steven Guan, Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University, China
- Eric Tsui, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong
- Hongzhi Wang, Harbin Institute of Technology, China

PUBLICITY CHAIRS
- William Yeoh, Washington University in St. Louis, USA
- Jianpo Li, Northeast Electric Power University, China
- Jianhua Zhang, Oslo Metropolitan University, Norway
- Bruce Watson, Stellenbosch University, South Africa

PUBLICITY CO-CHAIRS
- Carman Lee, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong
- Adela Lau, The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

LOCAL CHAIR
- Bin Chong, Peking University, China

Contact: Secretary: Ms. Joy Xu Email: aibt@young.ac.cn Tel: +86-028-87777577
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